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In the early hours of 2021 April 25, the Solar Probe Cup on board Parker Solar
Probe registered the passage of a solar wind structure characterized by a clear
and constant He2+/H+ density ratio above 6% during three hours. The He2+

contribution remained present but fainting and intermittent within a twelve-hour
window. Solar Orbiter and Parker Solar Probe were in nearly perfect quadrature,
allowing for optimal observing configuration in which the material impacting the
Parker Solar Probewas in the SolarOrbiter plane of the sky and visible off the limb.
In this work, we report the journey of the helium-enriched plasma structure from
the Sun to the Parker Solar Probe by combiningmulti-spacecraft remote-sensing
and in situ measurements. We identify an erupting prominence as the likely
source, behind the Sun relative to the Earth, but visible to multiple instruments
on both the Solar-Terrestrial Relations Observatory-A and Solar Orbiter. The
associated CME was also observed by coronagraphs and heliospheric imagers
from both spacecrafts before reaching the Parker Solar Probe at 46 R⊙, 8 h after
the spacecraft registered a crossing of the heliospheric current sheet. Except for
extraordinary helium enhancement, the CME showed ordinary plasma signatures
and a complexmagnetic field with an overall strength enhancement. The images
from the Wide-field Imager for Solar Probe (WISPR) aboard Parker Solar Probe
show a structure entering the field of view a few hours before the in situ crossing,
followed by repetitive transient structures that may be the result of flying through
the CME body. We believe this to be the first example of a CME being imaged by
WISPR directly before and during being detected in situ. This study highlights the
potential of combining the Parker Solar Probe in situ measurements in the inner
heliospherewith simultaneous remote-sensing observations in (near) quadrature
from other spacecrafts.
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1 Introduction

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are sudden releases of large
amounts of plasma dragging magnetic fields throughout the
heliosphere (Webb and Howard, 2012). CMEs have been imaged in
remote-sensing data since the 1970s, with missions such as OSO-
7 (Tousey et al., 1973), Skylab (MacQueen et al., 1974), the Solar
Maximum Mission (MacQueen et al., 1980), and P78-1 (Solwind;
Sheeley et al., 1980).

Shortly after the first observation, a relationship was discovered
between CMEs at the Sun, and in situ signatures recorded near the
Earth (Burlaga et al., 1982) further strengthened in the following
years (Richardson et al., 2000). The remote-sensing observations
were improved with the continuous, near-Earth imaging of
the Large Angle and Spectrometric COronagraph Experiment
(LASCO, Brueckner et al., 1995) aboard the SOlar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO, Domingo et al., 1995), beginning in 1996
and still operating today. Moreover, since 2006, after the launch
of the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO, Kaiser,
2005), multiple viewpoints and imaging from the solar surface to
beyond 1 au are obtained with the Sun Earth Connection Coronal
and Heliospheric Investigation instrument suite (SECCHI, Howard
et al., 2008).

This improved observational coverage allowed a direct link
between the imaging data and in situ data (Rouillard, 2011;
DeForest et al., 2013), followed by statistical studies comparing
properties of CMEs throughout the heliosphere to the in situ
properties (Hess and Zhang, 2017; Wood et al., 2017) of their
counterparts, the interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs).
From a comprehensive analysis of 310 ICMEs, Zurbuchen et al.
(2016) found that not only ICMEs exhibit systematic element
abundance enhancements compared to quasi-stationary solar wind
but also that the in situ composition measurements provide a
unique way to determine the location and dynamics of their
source region. Furthermore, it was found that more than 70%
of CMEs are associated with prominence eruptions (Munro et al.,
1979; Gopalswamy et al., 2003), which are related to the settlement
of cool and dense plasma in the highly sheared, mainly horizontal,
magnetic field above polarity-inversion lines (Priest et al., 1989;
Gibson, 2018). Moreover, inside ICMEs, the composition has been
found to be elevated in He2+/H+ (Borovsky, 2008; Yermolaev et al.,
2020) particularly with larger values when the ICMEs are related to
prominences (Hirshberg et al., 1972; Borrini et al., 1982; Lepri and
Rivera, 2021).

Prominence eruptions are routinely observed, near the Sun, with
visible (e.g., Hα) and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) telescopes, in the
middle corona with visible light coronagraphs and with heliospheric
imagers at larger distances from the Sun (a review on prominence
observations can be found in Parenti, 2014, and references therein).
In favorable circumstances, these remote-sensing observations may
be supplemented by in situ measurements, which provide highly
localized information about the speed, composition, and magnetic
field.

While propagating from the Sun into the heliosphere,
prominences and associated CMEs must be observed in widely
disparate domains as no single instrument can provide an overview
of their evolution (Thernisien et al., 2009; Luhmann et al., 2020). For
the most part, gaps between these measurements and the challenges

of processing data in a unified way have inhibited complete analyses
of eruption initiation and propagation to in situ instruments.

In contrast, one example of this kind of study that does achieve
the rare unification of observations that span from the Sun to
the heliosphere is described in a series of papers by Howard
and DeForest (2012) and DeForest et al. (2013), using data from
STEREO-A, the Advance Composition Explorer (ACE, Stone et al.,
1998), theWind spacecraft (Ogilvie and Desch, 1997), and extensive
image processing to track a small CME from its genesis at the Sun
through the heliosphere to Earth.

More recently, studies have demonstrated the feasibility of
closing some important observational gaps in the early evolution of
erupting prominences using extended EUVobservations. Reva et al.
(2016) used the TESIS instrument assembly on the Russian
CORONAS-PHOTON mission, along with images from LASCO, to
observe the onset and early evolution of an erupting prominence,
producing a complete trajectory from initiation to about 25 R⊙.
Seaton et al. (2021) used a special campaign of the GOES Solar
Ultraviolet Imager to track several small eruptions continuously
from the solar surface to heights that are well-observed by
coronagraphs. Other studies have leveraged the large field of view
and off-pointing capabilities of the SWAP EUV imager on PROBA2
to characterize the early evolution of eruptions (O’Hara et al., 2019)
and, when combined with STEREO-A observations, to develop
three-dimensional understanding of erupting features (Mierla et al.,
2013).

The advent of the Parker Solar Probe (PSP, Fox et al., 2016) and
Solar Orbiter (SolO, Müller et al., 2020) missions has provided a
new opportunity to study the origins and evolution of eruptions as
they propagate from the Sun into the heliosphere. With a highly
elliptical orbit that, using a series of gravity assists from Venus, will
continue to get closer to the Sun, PSP enables an unprecedented
ability to observe at heliospheric distances as close to the Sun as 0.04
au (less than 9 R⊙).While not getting as close to the Sun as PSP, SolO
still takes science observations down to 0.28 au (60 R⊙) and further
improves observational coverage with remote-sensing capabilities
extending from the EUV to visible light, including coronagraphy
and, at a later stage of the mission, by leaving the ecliptic plane.

Given the combined ability to observe both near the Sun and
off of the Sun–Earth line, these spacecrafts significantly extend our
ability to track eruptions continuously, with multiple perspectives,
and the capability to directly sample localized plasma and magnetic
conditions within an eruption and, when combined with additional
observations, three-dimensional characterization of these features.

Unlike the past 1 au missions, PSP and SolO, due to their rapid
changes in radial distance from the Sun, are not intended to take
consistent data at regular intervals but are instead designed to focus
science observations at specific periods and locations. Given the
need to inform the in situ observations at one satellite with the
context of remote-sensing observations at another, exploiting the
uniquely advantageous orbital configurations is vital to achieving
deep understanding, significantly augmenting the science results
that could be achieved by any individual mission (Velli et al., 2020).

A favorable configuration occurred in late 2021 April, while PSP
was approaching its eighth perihelion and was in near quadrature
with SolO. Rodriguez et al. (2023) reported in detail an eruptive
event that happened on 2021 April 22. With multiple independent
lines of evidence (from different instruments and spacecraft),
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they showed, for the first time, the direct connection between
the eruption and continuous magnetic reconnection and heating
processes. The related ICME, which arrived on the Earth late on
2021 April 24, causing a minor geomagnetic storm, highlights
the importance to establish a connection between solar eruptions
observed in the solar corona and their in situ signatures measured
by spacecraft in interplanetary space.

Two days later, during the late hours of 2021 April 23, another
unrelated eruption event took place, reaching PSP in the early hours
of 2021 April 25. In this investigation, we identify the eruption
of prominence material at the surface of the Sun as the source of
a helium-enriched plasma structure measured in situ by the PSP
spacecraft. We use multi-spacecraft remote-sensing observations
(STEREO-A and SolO) to track the propagation of the associated
CME from the Sun to the PSP location.

This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the models, locations, and datasets of the different spacecraft
used to track the CME from the Sun to PSP. In Section 3, we
present the PSP in situ observations and how we use them to
predict solar wind conditions at 10–20 R⊙. Then, we present an
overview of the remote-sensing observations (Section 4): from
the EUV images (Section 4.1), coronagraphs (Section 4.2), and
heliospheric images (Section 4.3). The results of the reconstruction
using the Graduated Cylindrical Shell model (GCS Thernisien et al.,
2006; Thernisien et al., 2009) are shown in Section 4.4. Finally, we
summarize, discuss our results in a height–time plot (distances
between 1.5 and 20 R⊙) combining all observations, and present our
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Data, spacecraft location, and
models

To study the full evolution of the event, we combine the in
situ detectors on board Parker Solar Probe (PSP, Fox et al., 2016),
including the plasma parameter measurements from the Solar
Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons (SWEAP, Kasper et al., 2016)
and the Electromagnetic Fields Investigation (FIELDS, Bale et al.,
2016) instruments, with remote-sensing observations from the Solar
TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO, Kaiser, 2005), Solar
Orbiter (SolO, Müller et al., 2020), and PSP. Due to the location
of the prominence on the far side of the Sun from the Earth’s
perspective (see Figure 1), there were no obvious signatures in any
Earth-orbiting in situ or remote-sensing observatories.

On PSP, the in situ plasma conditions are obtained from the
data registered by three electrostatic analyzers, called the Solar Probe
ANalyzers (SPAN, Whittlesey et al., 2020), and the Solar Probe Cup
(SPC, Case et al., 2020), which are part of SWEAP suite, while the
magnetic field measurements are from FIELDS instrument. On
SolO, the plasma is measured by the Solar Wind Analyzer (SWA,
Owen et al., 2020) and the magnetic fields with the magnetometer
(MAG, Horbury et al., 2020).

For remote sensing, SolO carries the ExtremeUltraviolet Imager
(EUI, Rochus et al., 2020), the Metis coronagraph (Antonucci et al.,
2020), and the SolO Heliospheric Imager (SoloHI, Howard et al.,
2020). EUI includes the Full Sun Imager (FSI), a wide field of view
EUV imager with 174 and 304 Å channels which overlaps with the
fields of view ofMetis, that images the corona in theVisible and Ly-α.

FIGURE 1
Location of Earth, SolO, and STEREO-A spacecraft when the CME
impacted PSP on 2021 April 25 at 01:00 UT given in Heliocentric Earth
Ecliptic (HEE) coordinates. The blue arrow represents the approximate
propagation direction of the CME as determined from a forward
modeling reconstruction of the eruption. The PSP and STEREO-A
orbits are shown in orange and purple solid circles, respectively. Two
PSP locations are shown, representing the inbound trajectory of the
spacecraft. PSP and SolO were in nearly perfect quadrature during the
event, allowing the observation of the eruption from the SolO plane of
the sky. The lines on the plot show the cumulative fields of view from
the remote-sensing instruments of each spacecraft used in this study.
The changing field of view for WISPR is highlighted by the difference
between the solid (earlier) and dashed (later) lines. The position of
SDO can be assumed to be that of the Earth.

PSP, in addition to extensive in situ instrumentation, and carries
its own Wide-field Imager for Solar Probe (WISPR, Vourlidas et al.,
2016). STEREO images are obtainedwith the Sun-EarthConnection
Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation instrument suite (SECCHI,
Howard et al., 2008) consisting of five telescopes: an EUV imager
(EUVI), two white light coronagraphs (COR1 and COR2), and two
wide-field imagers (HI-1 and HI-2).

To image the prominence near the Sun, in the inner and middle
corona, we use FSI from SolO and SECCHI from STEREO-A
spacecraft. FSI was operating alternatively in its 174 and 304 Å
channels, resulting in over eight images per hour of each type
(Mampaey et al., 2022). SolO was at 0.87 au distance from the Sun,
resulting in an FSI field of view of 12.4 R⊙.

In the middle and outer corona, we utilize the COR2 and Metis
coronagraphs. The Metis white light (WL) and Lyman-α channel
observations were obtained during a synoptic program, with a
cadence of one dataset per hour. Each dataset consists of four
polarized (WL) images, which, combined together, produce one
(pB) image and three UV images. The acquired data were processed
and calibrated following the procedure described in Romoli et al.
(2021) and subsequently updated by Andretta et al. (2021). Small
variations of the baseline level of data in the UV channel were
corrected with a procedure devised and later implemented in the
standard data processing pipeline.
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TABLE 1 Positions (longitude, latitude, and radial distance) in HEE coordinates of PSP, SolO, and STEREO-A on 2021 April 24 at 00:00 UT. The values in
parentheses are PSP position on 2021 April 25 at 00:00 UT, 1 hour before the arrival detection of the structure at PSP. The other missions remained
quasi-stationary throughout the period. The remote-sensing instruments used from each spacecraft have been listed along with their observed physical
quantities (white light (WL), extreme ultraviolet (EUV), and Lyman−α radiation) and field of views (FOVs), respectively. The FOVs listed are approximations of the
radial heights of the angular field of view at the radial distance of the respective individual spacecraft.

Spacecraft Instrument Lon (°) Lat (°) R (R⊙) Observation(s) FOV (R⊙)

Parker Solar Probe WISPR-I 165.4(171.1) −2.9(−2.6) 53.8(46.6) WL 13–45(11–38)

WISPR-O ” ” ” WL 41–87(36–76)

STEREO-A SECCHI/EUVI 307.0 −0.1 207.8 EUV 1–1.7

SECCHI/COR2 " " " WL 2.5–15

SolO EUI/FSI 262.2 4.9 187.1 EUV 1–6

Metis " " " WL/Lyman-α 5–10

SoloHI " " " WL 16–130

Imaging at even greater heights is provided by SoloHI and
WISPR. SoloHI observes off the east limb of the Sun with a 40° field
of view, centered near 25° from the center of the solar disk. SoloHI
consists of four separate 2k×2k APS detectors, arranged in a square
pattern and sharing a single optical system for a total 4k×4k field of
view. The boundaries between these tiles form a visible, stable cross-
pattern in the images when the four tiles are correctly assembled into
a single mosaic. WISPR consists of two 2k×2k APS detectors. The
WISPR-Inner telescope (WISPR-I) has a 40° field of view, centered
approximately 13.5° off the western limb of the Sun, relative to the
spacecraft. The WISPR-Outer telescope (WISPR-O) has a 60° field
of view centered at approximately 73°.

The locations of Earth, PSP, STEREO-A, and SolO are shown in
Figure 1 in theHeliocentric Earth Ecliptic (HEE) coordinate system.
PSP and SolO orbits are shown in orange and purple solid lines,
respectively. PSP and SolO were in nearly perfect quadrature when
theCMEwas launched to space from the Sun (its direction ismarked
with a blue arrow in the figure), allowing us the remote-sensing
observation of the eruption from SolO’s point of view. In Table 1,
we summarize the radial distance (R), longitude (lon), and latitude
(lat) of all spacecraft. In both Figure 1 and Table 1, the locations of
PSP are given for both the approximate onset time of the prominence
eruption as well as for 24 h later, when the in situ signatures are first
observed. In this time span, PSP moves 5.7° in longitude and 7.2 R⊙
toward the Sun.

We model the background magnetic field using the
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Algorithm outside a Sphere
(MAS) model from Predictive Science Inc. (PSI). We use the
semi-empirical thermodynamic approach described in Riley et al.
(2021), which includes conductive and radiative losses, and an
empirical term for the coronal heating term (see Lionello et al.,
2001; 2009; Reeves et al., 2010, for details involved in solving the
MHD equations). The model consists of coronal solution (1–30 R⊙)
and heliospheric solution (30 R⊙—1 au), with the heliospheric
solution being driven by the results of the coronal solution. The
boundary conditions for the coronal solution are derived from the
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI Schou et al., 2012) aboard
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO Pesnell et al., 2012), and the
boundary conditions for the heliospheric solution are based on
the Distance from the Coronal Hole Boundary (DCHB) method

(Riley et al., 2001; 2015). This model has been found to have very
good agreement with magnetic field measurements taken in situ
at the Earth, STEREO-A, and PSP for the first four PSP perihelia
(Riley et al., 2021). Figure 2 shows the magnetic field obtained from
the model and its relationship to the Sun and the location of PSP
during the eruption.

In order to model the kinematics of the CME, we use the
Graduated Cylindrical Shell model (GCS Thernisien et al., 2006;
Thernisien et al., 2009), which is an empirical geometric model used
to represent the flux-rope configuration of CMEs. This model was
used to reconstruct many CMEs from LASCO and SECCHI data
(e.g., Hess and Zhang, 2017; Kilpua et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019;
Scolini et al., 2020; Palmerio et al., 2021; Nieves-Chinchilla et al.,
2022). The same approach can be adapted to include WISPR and
SoloHI data while still including the older datasets (Braga et al.,
2022).

To reconstruct the solar wind conditions from PSP data
(speed and density) back to 10–20 R⊙, we solve Bernoulli’s
equation (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987) assuming the adiabatic
expansion of a polytropic flow and neglecting the contribution
of gravity force. Backward reconstruction methods have been
extensively used (Parker, 1958;Weber andDavis, 1967; Tasnim et al.,
2018; Biondo et al., 2021) with their limitations extensively
discussed (Schatten, 1971; Pizzo, 1981; Ness and Burlaga, 2001).

3 The in situ observation of a
helium-enriched plasma structure

In Figure 3, from top to bottom, we show the 15-min time series
of the PSP in situ measurements of ( first panel) the normalized
differential energy flux versus azimuth angle SPAN−ϕ computed
from SPAN instrument (Livi et al., 2022); (second panel) the PSP
distance to the Sun (R, in black) with both flow angles SPC− θ
(in peach) and SPC−ϕ (in teal) measured from SPC (Case et al.,
2020)1; (third panel) themagnitude of the proton speed by both SPC

1 SWEAP instrument suite measures the particles of the solar wind, including
the direction of the flows. SPC is optimized for flows perpendicular to the
PSP heat shield, while SPAN is for flows at wider angles
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FIGURE 2
Different views (NPole—solar North Pole, PSP, SolO) of model field lines using the PSI/MAS model. Arbitrary magnetic field lines are drawn in orange
showing open and close magnetic field configurations near the surface of the Sun. We mapped and colored four magnetic field lines connecting the
surface of the Sun with PSP (colored dot symbols). The purple field line is related to the arrival time of the first structure at PSP reaching a maximum
speed of 420 km s−1. The two green field lines delimit a flow region of constant speed (300 km s−1). The blue field line corresponds to a second
structure moving at 350 km s−1.

(SPC-|V| in black) and SPAN (SPAN-|V| in gray) and the magnetic
field strength (|B|, shown in navy) overplot. In the fourth panel, we
show the radial (BR, in blue), tangential (BT , in green), and normal
(BN , in red) components (measured by FIELDS). Then, in the fifth
panel, the electron pitch angle (PA) for an energy of 314.45 eV with
the color scale represents the logarithm of the energy flux vs. PA
(from SPAN instrument, Whittlesey et al., 2020). In the sixth panel,
we show the velocity distribution functions (VDFs) measured by
SPC.Then, we present the SPC-β parameter and proton temperature
(SPC-T) in the seventh panel while SPC-N and SPAN-N densities in
the eighth panel.

For this period, the majority of the solar wind flow was out of
the SPAN field of view (SPAN−ϕ > 160°, top panel) resulting in
large and systematic underestimates in the proton density, SPAN-
N (bottom in Figure 3), from that instrument. The solar wind
is fully within the SPC sensor field of view; however, the flow
SPC-ϕ direction (second panel) is only roughly estimated due to
the crosstalk anomaly described in the SPC data quality flags. For
this analysis, we approximate that |V| ∼ |VR|, which is roughly
consistent with both sets of observations. We note that the SPAN
spectrogram, capturing the tail of the proton distribution, does not

show significant signs of flow deflection for at least the first half of
the period.

PSP crossed over the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) on 2021
April 24 16:15 UT. Before this time, the magnetic field components
and plasma parameters show quiet solar wind conditions, the flow
was propagating at a speed between 230 and 260 km s−1 and positive
BR value. The electron pitch angle corroborates the change of
magnetic field sector which we marked with a black vertical dash
line. After the HCS crossing, the spacecraft passed through a high-
density region (reaching a maximum value of 692 cm−3) traveling at
a very low speed of 250 km s−1.

The structure of interest arrived at the spacecraft on 2021 April
25 at 01:15 UT (marked with purple dashed vertical line) with no
shock signatures and characterized by SPC-N = 214 cm−3, SPC-
T = 96,423 K, β = 0.38, and |B| = 73 nT. The low density, beta
parameter, and temperature values have been found as characteristic
in situ signatures of magnetic clouds (Zurbuchen and Richardson,
2006). Moreover, in several investigations, it has been suggested that
magnetic clouds are related to the eruption of prominence material
(Bothmer and Schwenn, 1994; Burlaga et al., 1998; Wang et al.,
2018).
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FIGURE 3
15-min resolution in situ data registered by PSP (SWEAP and FIELDS suites). From top to bottom, we show (first panel) the normalized energy flux
distributions in function of SPAN-ϕ-angle. During the event, most of the SPAN-distribution maxima were found when SPAN−ϕ > 160° (horizontal white
dash line). In the second panel, we show the SPC-ϕ (in teal) and SPC-θ (in peach) flow angles. Due to cross-correlation between two plates of the
Faraday’s cup, we were not able to resolve SPC-θ. Still, most of SPC-measurements were obtained with SPC−ϕ < | ±20°| (horizontal black dash lines).
The PSP radial distance (R) to the Sun is overplot and shown in black. PSP was moving inbound when it registered the arrival of the prominence material
at 46 R⊙. In the third panel, we show both SPC-|V| (shown in black) and SPAN-|V| (in gray) proton speed and the magnitude of the magnetic field (|B| in
navy). Next, we show the radial (R, in blue), tangential (T in green), and the normal (N in red) B components. In the fifth panel, the electron pitch angle
(PA) for an energy of 314.45 eV with the color scale representing the logarithm of the energy flux vs. PA is shown. In the sixth panel, we show the SPC
velocity distribution functions. Within 6 h after arrival, a second peak was clearly observed that remained constant for 12 h. Then, the SPC-β parameter
and proton temperature (SPC-T) are shown in the seventh panel, while in the last one, SPC-N and SPAN-N densities are shown. The structure is
characterized by a sudden speed enhancement (reaching 400 km s−1 and shown with a purple vertical line), followed by a constant speed region
(300 km s−1, green vertical lines) with no clear flux-rope configuration and ending with a structure at 310 km s−1 (shown with a blue vertical line) but
with no clear signatures of flux-rope configuration. The vertical black dash line shows the time where PSP crossed the heliospheric current sheet.

We also observed a clear and continuous He2+/H+ > 8% ratio,
that is, the presence of alpha-particles.The alpha-particle population
is identified, in this case, from the clear secondary peak in the 1D
reduced distribution functions (see sixth panel from Figure 3) from
the SPC instrument (VDF, Case et al., 2020). The primary peak is,
usually, associated with the core protons in the plasma, and it is well-
measured throughout this period. The secondary peak is observed
at roughly twice the kinetic-energy-per-charge of the proton core
peak.This is often expressed in terms of the proton-equivalent speed,
V = √Z/mVP, where Z and m denote the charge number and mass
number of the species.The second peak ismost likely alpha-particles
(Z = 2, m= 4) that are co-moving with protons, hence the apparent
magnitude V = √2VP.

Alternatively, a secondary peak might be associated with a
proton beam component in the solar wind (Marsch et al., 1982;
Alterman et al., 2018). In Figure 4, we present the 82-s time series
of the alpha speed ( first panel) and alpha ratio (second) estimated
by SPAN’s partial field of view. In the third panel, we show the
alpha ratio computed with SPC. In the fourth panel, we present the
magnetic field direction where ϕB is shown in black and θB in blue.
In the fifth panel, we show BR/|B| (shown in blue) and SPC-|V|

for the VDF first (V1) and second (V2) peaks (in black) with the
VDF maxima marked with black +. The VDF maxima were located
computing the first and second derivatives of the VDF function.

In this case, we find the proton beam interpretation to be highly
unlikely, as such secondary proton beams typically drift along the
local magnetic field direction, relative to the core, with a drift speed
that is at most on the order of the local Alfvén speed. Thus, the
radial component of a proton distribution with a beam component
would be expected to exhibit roughly Alfvénic or sub-Alfvénic
drift speeds that modulate with the magnetic field angle. For the
periods under consideration, the local Alfvén speed is roughly
100–200 km s−1, which is comparable to the observed difference in
the proton-equivalent speed and, coincidentally, to√2VP. However,
the apparent drift speed is not correlated with the magnetic field
angle.We estimated a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.46 between
V2 −V1 and BR/|B|, where V1 and V2 are the speeds of the first and
second peaks on the VDF. We furthermore note that although the
proton and alpha distributions are only partially measured by the
SPAN instrument at this time, this experiment offers corroboration
that the alpha component was significantly enhanced during this
period (see second and third panels of Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4
82-s time series of the alpha speed ( first panel) and the alpha ratios measured by SPAN (second panel) and SPC (third panel) compared with the
15-min time series of the magnetic field direction by FIELDS (ϕB shown in black and θB in blue); the BR/|B| ratio (in blue) and SPC-|V| (in black). In the
bottom panel, overplot, we marked the VDF maxima, first and second peaks, with black +. The vertical dash lines correspond to the arrival of the first
structure (shown in purple), the constant speed region (delimited by two green lines), and the second structure at 310 km s−1 (in blue). During this
period, the flow is fully captured by the SPC sensor and partially by SPAN. Still, both instruments observed speed and alpha ratio enhancements due to
the arrival of prominence material.

4 Remote-sensing observations

The remote-sensing observations (from both spacecraft SolO
and STEREO-A) show that the eruption occurred in two phases.
The first one, a smaller outburst, began in the more southerly part
of the prominence around 2021 April 23 at 21:25 UT, and the
second, characterized by a substantial eruption, originated from the
more northerly part of the prominence around 2021 April 24 at
02:32 UT. It is impossible to say from our observations whether
these individual features seen in the EUV and in coronograph
observations are really two distinct events or part of a single, more
complex one.

For the sake of clarity in the text, we refer to the earlier, smaller
outburst as the first eruption and the latter, substantial one, as
the second eruption. As these features propagated into the field of
view of the several heliospheric imagers we used in this study, they
began to become less distinct. Moreover, by the time they reach the
PSP spacecraft, they can no longer be distinguished as completely
separate events.

During the event, the eruptions propagated to the backside of
the Sun from the SDO point of view. In Figure 5, we show the
modeled background magnetic field (see Section 2) in different
views combined with FSI 304 Å images of the Sun. We note that
the model is based on SDO/HMI data from the previous visibility
of this region, so there is some uncertainty in the boundary

conditions. Assuming that the general magnetic configuration is
preserved, the model gives insight into the background magnetic
field configuration on 2021 April 23–24. The top panels show the
magnetic field configuration from the solar North Pole. The bottom
panels are from PSP (left) and SolO (right) points of view.

In Figure 5, we also show several open ( gray), closed (red),
and short, low-lying ( yellow) magnetic field lines obtained with the
MAS model. Purple, green, and blue colored lines are related to the
different structures tracked from the Sun to PSP following Figures 2,
3. These lines originate close to the boundary between open and
closed field lines (see Figure 5 bottom left panel). The top right and
bottom left panels of Figure 5 show these field lines bending forward
from the solar back-side toward the front-side and also toward the
solar equator. The low-lying lines barely stick out behind the limb
in the bottom right perspective and are roughly at the same solar
latitude as the erupting filaments (−25 to −45°).

The magnetic field model results predict a scenario in which
both eruptions strongly interact with their surroundings. It also
predicts the possible filament source region close to the boundaries
between open and closed field lines. At the source region, the
eruptions are expected to encounter a domain where the magnetic
field is complicated, while at farther distances from the Sun, the
structures are embedded in regions dominated by open magnetic
field lines. In this case, the results also suggest the eruptions being
deflected toward the ecliptic plane.
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FIGURE 5
Different views of the MAS model field lines with several open (gray), close (red), and short, low-lying ( yellow) magnetic field lines with the Sun at
304 Å as seen by FSI. The top panels are views down on the solar North Pole, while the bottom panels correspond to PSP left and SolO (right)
perspectives. Purple, green, and blue fields are open and connect to the PSP orbit on 2021 April 25 at 01:15 ( first transient), 04:15, 10:15 (both related to
the constant speed patch), and 13:30 (second transient) UT (same as in Figures 2, 3). In the top left view, the bundle of magnetic field lines moves
upward in time with the solar rotation with the PSP trajectory shown as a yellow line ending in a dot. PSP was moving toward the Sun, first crossing the
purple field line. In the bottom left panel, we also include the Sun SDO/AIA 174 Å image on 2021 April 16 at 09:55 UT to illustrate the Sun from the
backside as seen from SolO.

4.1 Inner corona

The FSI telescope of EUI, on board SolO, imaged prominence
in its 304 Å passband, near the South East limb (from SolO
perspective) beginning early on 2021 April 22, as shown in Figure 6
and the accompanying animation. By 2021 April 23, 18:10 UT, this
prominence grew into a full arch spanning position angles 120°–135°
east from solar north.The first small eruptionwas seen beginning on
2021 April 23 at 21:25 UT, and the larger part of the prominence, the
second eruption, began to untwist and erupted on 2021 April 24 at
02:32 UT.

Both eruptions were also seen in the FSI 174 Å channel. They
initially travel (presumably confined by the local magnetic field
structures in the corona) strongly non-radially toward decreasing
position angles (i.e., northward). Although an FSI data gap (from
03:54 to 06:01 UT) interrupts the observations of the eruption’s final
lift-off, the eruption was observed and followed at 304 Å reaching
2.7 R⊙ at position angle 110° from the solar disc center on 2021 April
24 at 07:32 UT.

Even though the eruptions originated on the backside of the Sun
relative to STEREO-A, they were also visible in the 304 Å channel
of EUVI above heights of 1.3 R⊙. Their trajectory in the middle
corona was difficult to track due to the severe compression of the
EUVI extended field of view. However, the data were nonetheless
sufficient to reconstruct the 3D position of the erupting structure
using triangulation via epipolar geometry (see Inhester, 2006) with
the scc_measure.pro program in the SolarSoft IDL (Freeland and
Handy, 1998) software package. From this, we conclude that the
second eruption’s initial longitude is around −175° ± 5°, consistent

with the magnetic field reconstructions discussed in Section 2. The
same reconstruction put the initial eruption around a latitude of
about −25°, moving progressively northward to −15°, consistent
with the behavior visible across our several remote-sensing
observations, although it was difficult to localize due to its extended
nature.

4.2 Middle and outer corona

With the prominence erupting behind the limb from the
perspective of the STEREO-A spacecraft, there was a subtle signal
visible in the COR1 and plainly visible in COR2 coronagraphs.
In Figure 7, we show snapshots of these structures. The first had
the appearance of an extended loop just to the south of the
equatorial plane (Figure 7A) that started to appear early hours on
2021 April 24. The loop was rapidly followed by a faint blob in
the equatorial plane (Figures 7B, C) with some vague flux-rope-like
structure.

Around 2021 April 24 at 08:00 UT, a CME with the visual
characteristics of a small flux-rope entered the COR2 field of view
and propagated across it over the course of about 8 h (Figures 7C–E).
The structure is defined by the overlap of a circular cross-section
feature and a claw-like structure behind it. The first structure we
take to be the flux-rope body, while the second one is the CME legs
along the line of sight. The rest of the front of the CME body is
visible to the sides of the circular cross-section structure. After the
CME leaves the field of view, there are a number of small blobs and
outflows propagating outward from a similar latitude (Figure 7F).
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FIGURE 6
Overview of the first (left column) and second (right column) eruptions as observed by FSI in its 304 Å channel. The arrows in the last row point to a
radial height of 1.66 R⊙ for the first eruption and 2.70 R⊙ for the second eruption. The position angle for both points is 110°.

FIGURE 7
A series of running-difference screenshots from the COR2 coronagraph. The images are cropped to highlight the series of features associated with the
eruption visible over the eastern limb of the Sun relative to the STEREO-A spacecraft. There are a number of features noted in the panels. In panel (A),
there is a loop-like structure (1) visible just to the south of the solar equatorial plane. This is followed by a transient blob (2) seen most clearly in panel
(B) that is still visible in panel (C). In panels (C–E), the main eruption related to the prominence (3) can be seen propagating out, with a circular feature
we associated with a flux-rope cross-section. Last, in panel (F), there is a long radial feature (4) that seems related to an outflow after the main
prominence eruption.
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FIGURE 8
A series of images taken by the Metis coronagraphs almost simultaneously in its WL (odd rows, in red gradient color) and UV (even rows, in blue)
channels, covering the transit of the CME through the SolO field of view. The arrows indicate the features corresponding with the FSI first and second
eruption structures.

We estimate the CME speed to be ∼300 km s−1, based solely on the
transit time of the front through the COR2 field of view, assuming
the front is near the plane of the sky.

Additionally, coronagraphic images from Metis (WL and
Lyman-α UV channels) reveal the propagation of the CME closer
to the plane of the sky. Although the eruption is also subtle in these
images, the combination of both STEREO-A and SolO views allows
us to constrain the CME trajectory.

In Figure 8, we show a sequence of close-up WL and UV images
covering the evolution of the event through the Metis field of view.
Thefirst structure was seen inWL images after 2021April 24 at 01:20
UT, centered roughly on the equatorial region, till approximately
09:20 UT. This phase of the event was, however, barely visible in
the Lyman-α UV channel. After 10:20 UT, a relatively narrow and
bright feature appeared in the FSI images at a position angle ∼110°
corresponding to the second structure. This second feature was also
clearly seen in the Lyman-α UV channel, suggesting, in this case,
the presence of dense, cool prominence-like material, consistent
with both the in situ SWEAP composition measurements and the

bright eruption in FSI 304 Å pass-band. The images were processed
with the base-difference algorithm over a minimum background
described by Patel et al. (2022), to emphasize small-scale structures.

4.3 Heliosphere

SoloHI observed the erupting prominence during a brief
observing period during the cruise phase. When the second
structure erupted near the ecliptic plane, SolO was in an ideal
position for eastern limb SoloHI observations. However, the
instrument was designed for optimal observations during the SolO
perihelia between 0.3–0.6 au, and in this case, the spacecraftwas near
0.87 au, too far from the Sun for optimal cadence and noise level.
The instrument was running at just a 3-h cadence and with longer
exposures that tend to increase noise. Furthermore, about 5% of the
inner portion of the field of view is impacted by stray light from the
solar arrays. In general, when SolO is closer to the Sun and to reduce
the amount of stray light, the solar arrays are angled away from the
star. At 0.87 au, to absorb the necessary amount of sunlight, these
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FIGURE 9
A series of snapshots from SoloHI. The images have been processed with a wavelet processing technique to remove the background and cropped to
show a roughly 15° field of view corresponding to 25− 75R⊙. The Sun is on the right side. The black line in the middle of each panel is the boundary
between tiles 1 and 2 of the SoloHI instrument. The approximate location of PSP is labeled in orange. We consider the features visible in panels (A, B) to
be related to the initial outflows seen in Figures 7A–C. This feature from panel (B) is visible to the south and well in front of PSP in panel (C). Also, in
panel (C), the visible region in front of PSP is related to the second eruption first seen in Figure 7C. The larger object visible more toward the north is
the Venus, while the smaller one near the tile boundary is the Mercury.

FIGURE 10
A series of snapshots from the WISPR-I detector. These are the WISPR background subtracted level-3 images, with an additional median subtraction to
remove the stable streamer visible in the raw images. The Sun is to the left of the FOV. In (A), there is a feature in the southern part of the image
corresponding to the initial eruption in Figure 7A. (B) Faint fronts which are difficult to isolate, corresponding to both the feature to the south
highlighted in the previous panel and further north, as seen more clearly in subsequent panels, are visible. The front region corresponding to the CME is
first visible in panel (C) and begins to expand and covers most of the FOV in (D). Subsequent fronts can be seen in panels (E, F). The rough outline of
some of these features is identified with the dashed red line to aid in guiding the eye.
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FIGURE 11
A series of snapshots from the WISPR-O detector. These are the WISPR background subtracted level-3 images, with an additional median subtraction
to remove the stable streamer in the raw images. The Sun and WISPR-I are to the left of the field of view. In panel (A), there is a feature in the southern
part of the image corresponding to the initial eruption in Figure 7A. The CME front is first visible in panel (B). Subsequent fronts can be seen in panels
(C–F). The rough outline of some of these features is identified with the dashed red line to aid in guiding the eye.

arrays are angled toward the Sun and more stray light is visible on
the detector, causing much of the inner 2° of the field of view to
saturate.

Despite the observational limitations, a number of transient
structures were observed by SoloHI, as seen in Figure 9. The
snapshots were processed with a wavelet technique to remove the F-
corona and cropped to a 15° field of view to highlight the transients
and reduce the amount of visible stray light. The black line is a
remnant of the cross-pattern discussed in Section 2. Between 2021
April 24 and 26, the PSP is located within the SoloHI field of view.
Though the spacecraft is far too small to actually be observed, its
location has been labeled in orange in each frame of Figure 9.

The first visible signal in SoloHI is seen well within the field
of view by 2021 April 24, 14:00 UT (Figure 9B). Because the entire
SoloHI field of view is beyond the COR2 field of view (see Table 1),
and based on the timing of the associated structure in COR2
(Figures 7C–E), it is highly unlikely that this initial SoloHI structure
is directly related to the prominence. Given its presence to the south
of the equatorial plane, it is likely related to the initial loop/blob
structures seen in COR2 (Figure 7A).

Closer to the equatorial plane, a second eruption was visible
in the SoloHI field of view around 2021 April 24 at 21:00 UT.
The structure correlates in terms of time, location, and size with
the CME seen in COR2 (at 08:00 UT). Because of the low
cadence, and high noise, the low CME density does not remain
clearly visible for long or throughout much of the SoloHI field of
view.

Later, on 2021 April 25 and into the 26th (Figures 9E, F), some
diffuse structures can still be seen, which may or may not be related
to the later outflows seen in COR2 (Figure 7F).

WISPR has been used to observe and track CMEs since the
first encounter of the mission (Hess et al., 2020; Wood et al., 2020;
Braga et al., 2022; Howard et al., 2022) and has also been observed
to fly through the heliospheric current sheet.However, the first seven
encounters contained no obvious candidate CME in the imaging
data that could be directly linked to an in situ crossing at the
spacecraft.

After receiving the data following the 8th perihelion of Parker
Solar Probe, a new feature that had not been observed previously
was identified in the data between 2021 April 24 and 25. A series
of successive out-flowing loop-like structures could be seen in the
data. These structures are shown in both telescopes, WISPR-I and
WISPR-O, in Figures 10 and 11, using the level-3 calibrated images
with F-corona removed (Hess et al., 2021; Howard et al., 2022). To
highlight the transients, a median of the signal in both detectors has
been subtracted from the images reducing the contribution from the
stable streamer structure.

In Figure 10A, we observed a transient to the south, similar to
the structures seen in Figures 7A–C and 9. The second eruption
related to the flux-rope is first visible in Figure 10C, which is
approximately two hours before the PSP in situ observations shown
in Figure 3. Within four hours, a large loop structure was observed
consuming most of the WISPR-I field of view. This is followed by
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FIGURE 12
Example frames with (right) and without (left) the GCS mesh overlay from COR2, SoloHI, and WISPR-I and WISPR-O. The discrepancies between the
GCS model and the observed features in the WISPR frames are due to the Thomson scattering effects.

several consecutive loop structures that continue to be observed after
2021 April 25, 12:00 UT.

Similarly, in WISPR-O, a number of separate distinct outflows
are visible throughout 2021 April 25, as seen in Figure 11. This
type of repeated outflow has not been seen before or after this
event. We believe this is due to a combination of the spacecraft
flying through the CME and the different distinct blobs seen in
Figure 7F.

4.4 GCS reconstruction

ThedeterminedGCS structure (details of themodel described in
Section 2) is displayed in Figure 12. This structure was determined
largely from the COR2 observations, making the geometry more
uncertain given the single viewpoint. Later observations from
WISPR and SoloHI, while not overlapping with COR2, were used
to determine if this GCS structure was plausible.

The parameters of the model are listed in Table 2. Given the
relatively faint CME observations and assuming low values of the
width and aspect ratio (which controls theminor axis cross-section),
we found that the CME nose is almost directly pointed at the PSP
spacecraft.

COR2 and SoloHI were optimally positioned to observe the
event. However, because the field of views did not overlap and
had similar lines of sight, a true multi-viewpoint triangulation

TABLE 2 GCS parameters determined to best recreate the CME. The longitude
and latitude have been converted into HEE coordinates for the sake of
comparison to Table 1.

Lon(°) Lat(°) Tilt(°) Aspect Ratio Half Angle(°)

162.9 −5.08 13.98 0.125 20.12

was not possible, and the reconstruction should be considered to
have significant uncertainties. The SoloHI observations are further
limited by the low resolution and cadence of the images due
to the larger radial distance of the spacecraft. The WISPR data
overlap with the SoloHI data at a much better resolution and
cadence, but given that the derived GCS direction is pointing
toward the PSP spacecraft, much of the CME front is likely
unable to be resolved due to the poor Thompson scattering
angle.

It should be noted that the different outflows observed, especially
the two apparent flux-rope-like structures seen through Figure 7C,
make it challenging to directly and confidently link the in situ data to
what is imaged remotely. By fitting the GCS to the clearest observed
flux-rope seen inCOR2,we have produced a plausible geometric and
kinematic structure that seems to match the various observations.
We do acknowledge the possibility that another structure, such as
that seen in front of the structure, fits with the GCS model in
Figure 7C and could have been oriented toward PSP and produced
the resulting in situ signatures. Regardless, the kinematics of the
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GCS blob should represent a useful velocity for the various related
outflows seen in the imaging.

5 Discussion

To relate features observed in FSI and Metis, COR2, and PSP,
we constructed a height–time plot (Figure 13) that combines the
FSI and COR2 data, with overlays from measured or extrapolated
positions of the eruptions as observed in other instruments.The plot
shows the average over a radial cut through the images along the
primary propagation direction of the eruption, between about 108°
and 122° in the heliocentric radial coordinate system (where 0° is at
the Sun’s north pole and 90° points due east).

Above 4 R⊙, we use COR2 observations to track the motion
of the eruption, interpolated to match the spatial and temporal
resolution of the FSI observations, and corrected to match the
line of sight based on the known spacecraft locations and our
3D reconstruction (see Section 4.1). Note that the timing error
introduced by SolO and STEREO-A’s different distances from
the Sun is about 45 s, which is negligible compared to the
uncertainty introduced by the observation cadence of COR2 and
the assumptions underpinning the de-projection of the STEREO-
A data to match SolO’s perspective, and are, therefore, neglected in
this plot.

To relate the multiple observations, reconstructions, and
extrapolations of the eruption from different instruments to one
another and to validate that each tracking method has indeed
produced self-consistent results, in a simple, unified view, we overlay
ourmeasurements of the position of the eruption on the height–time
plot, including FSI (red +), COR2GCS reconstructions (light blue *),
Metis (orange □), and backward extrapolations from PSP’s position
using the velocities measured in situ ( first transient in magenta +,
constant speed patch in green +, and the second transient in indigo
+; these colors are selected to generally correspond to the colors of
specific field lines in Figure 2 but must be lightened somewhat to be
visible on the dark height–time image).

From the in situ observations, we analytically reconstruct the
speed values from the PSP location back to 10–20 R⊙. We track back
three different patches of plasma: thefirst structure (verticalmagenta
dash line in Figure 3) that crossed PSP at 412 km s−1, the second at a
constant speed of 300 km s−1 (delimit between the two vertical green
dash lines), and the third structure at 310 km s−1 (vertical indigodash
line).

We assume steady flows of adiabatic gas in each patch to
solve the 1D spherical symmetric Bernoulli’s equation (integrated
momentum equation) and obtain their speeds at ten different
distances between 10 and 20 R⊙. We neglect gravity forces, assume a
polytropic gas (Shi et al., 2022, in our case, γ = 5/3), and include the
molecular weight μ to consider the He2+/H+ density ratio measured
by SWEAP, to get the following:

v2 = (
2γ
γ− 1
)( kT

μmH
)[1−(

v0r
2
0

vr2
)
γ−1

],

where k is the Boltzmann constant,mH is the proton mass, v0 and r0
are the speed and radial distance near the Sun (in this case between
10 and 20 R⊙), and v and r are the speed and radial distance at the PSP

FIGURE 13
Composite FSI and Metis and COR2 height–time plot showing the
relationships between erupting features tracked in EUI (red +
symbols), COR2 GCS fits (light blue ⋆ symbols), Metis (orange □), and
backward extrapolations from PSP in situ measurements of three
different patches corresponding to those marked with vertical dash
lines in Figure 3. The first transient with magenta +, the constant
speed patch delimit between the lines marked with green +, and the
third transient marked with indigo +. The dashed yellow lines and
velocities are fit directly to features in the height–time plot.

location, respectively.We reconstruct analytically the information of
the structures back to the Sun by assuming constant speed motion
(see Figure 13).

In this case, we did not pursue running MHD numerical
simulations (e.g., ENLIL (Odstrcil and Pizzo, 2009), PLUTO
(Mignone et al., 2007; Mignone et al., 2012), and EUHFORIA
(Pomoell and Poedts, 2018) numerical codes) by extrapolating the
photospheric fields due to the difficulty of analyzing the event at its
source region, observational limitations, and possible prediction of
transit times to follow the eruption from the Sun to the PSP location
with an analytical approach.

The analytical equations predict between 10 and 20 R⊙: the
passage of the first structure on 2021April 24, 08:40UT, propagating
away from the Sun with a speed of 389 km s−1, the constant speed
structure on 2021 April 24, 10:00 to 18:00 UT, at 290 km s−1, and the
third transient on 2021 April 24, 23:00 UT, at 302 km s−1.

Fitting the slopes of the two eruptions observed in the
height–time plot, corresponding to the feature observed near
the first sets of orange Metis points, we obtain a velocity of
335± 12 km s−1. The second major eruption, around the second set
of orange Metis points, has a velocity of 322± 12 km s−1. A dark
intermediate feature, corresponding to the third set of red points,
is probably the trailing edge of the first eruption and has a slower
speed, 230± 8 km s−1.

The strong agreement between the different sets of observations
suggests we are tracking the same features in all of our data. The
velocities we measure from these height–time plots also agree well
with the PSP-derived velocities, indicating that the propagation of
the CME is not strongly influenced by interactions in interplanetary
space.
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Early in the first eruption, the prominence appears to follow the
local magnetic field in the low corona, which is highly non-radial,
and thus the radially plotted height–time diagram does not fully
capture the prominence’s trajectory or velocity. Outside of the FSI
field of view, the eruption moves primarily radially, with essentially
constant velocity.

By combining the analyticalmodel with the connectivity derived
from the MAS model, it is clear that, for much of the propagation
of the eruption, the CME is propagating constantly along the open
field lines connected to PSP because of the close proximity of the
initial prominence to these field lines.While themagnetograms used
in the MAS model for the area around the eruption are necessarily
somewhat out of date because the eruption occurred on the backside
of the Sun with respect to Earth, all of the remote-sensing data
supports the notion of a simple propagation originating in the south
and following open field lines northward toward the equator.

6 Conclusion

We reported the propagation of a complex prominence eruption
that reached PSP on 2021 April 25 at 01:00 UT when the spacecraft
was located at 46 R⊙. To study the full evolution of the event, we
combined multi-spacecraft remote-sensing observations with the in
situ measurements onboard PSP. The structure, as sampled by SPC,
was characterized as a low temperature and low-density transient
with complex magnetic field configuration and a He2+/H+ > 8%
ratio indicating the presence of alpha particles identified from the
clear secondary peak in the 1D reduced distribution functions
moving at a velocity ranging between 550 and 650 km s−1. Although
the structure lacks a coherent magnetic field configuration, the rest
of the characteristics observed are signatures common in magnetic
clouds, particularly when related to prominences. We identified the
complex prominence eruption as the source by tracking from the
Sun to PSP location the propagation of the associated CME, which
was only possible due to the nearly perfect quadrature of PSP and
SolO.

We analyzed FSI,Metis, and COR2 images, tracked the structure
evolution up to 20 R⊙, and identified that the eruption occurred in
two phases: a smaller outburst beginning in the more southerly part
of a prominence and the substantial eruption originated from the
more northerly part of the structure. Below 4 R ⊙, the set of remote-
sensing observations showed that the structure is complex.

Above 20 R⊙, the CME kinematics was modeled using the GCS
reconstructionmethod overWISPR and COR2 coronagraph images
and by modeling the background magnetic field using the MHD
PSI/MASmodel and backward analytic reconstruction starting from
PSP in situ data. The strong agreement between the different sets of
observations and models showed that the ICME propagated radially
at a constant speed and that it was not strongly influenced by
interactions in interplanetary space.

Thiswork highlights the importance of studying the propagation
of transients from a multi-spacecraft point of view, as their
combination enables a better understanding of the phenomena by
closing gaps between the sets, e.g., the distance ranges covered by
the different instruments, the image dependence with the spacecraft
location which also reverberates on the possibility to model the
events from remote-sensing observations, and the limits of the

current reconstruction models back to the Sun from in situ data.
Particularly in this case, we were able to follow a complex structure
that, during the first stages of propagation, it seems to be evolving
non-radially before propagating at a constant rate. Moreover, the
eruption conserves its plasma and magnetic properties up to 46 R⊙.
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